Problems

I get so many emails that sometimes don’t see the important ones and I miss out on some cool opportunities.

- A seemingly endless amount of emails...
- Important ones get overlooked...
- Amazing events and opportunities are missed...

EudaimonicTree

Eudaimonic is a term meaning human flourishing. As Stanford trees, we want everyone to grow to reach their fullest potential. This starts with allowing people to connect to each other in an eudaimonic way.

Directory

All the clubs in one place!

Stanford THINKers
An ensemble of more than 20 humans, laptops, controllers, and special speaker arrays designed to provide each computer-mediated instrument with its sonic identity and presence. Topics and activities include issues of composing for laptop orchestras, instrument design, sound synthesis, programming, and live performance.

Double tap to subscribe!

All your would-be emailing lists in one place

Groups

Press the plus to add a group from the directory

Stanford Class of 2023
The Eudeimons
Affordable Affordances

Swipe left to unsubscribe from a list

Groups

Too many groups on your emailing lists? Trying to unsubscribe but it’s too much effort? Groups makes it easy for you to manage each group and to unsubscribe and subscribe when necessary.

News

Stay organized with monthly calendars and meeting schedules

Laptop Orchestra Performance
Time: 20:00 30 Oct 202
Venue: Peking University
Beijing is an exploration of everyday sounds sampled from Beijing, specifically in the area to the south of the Sanhe and the Stanford Center at Peking University. It is written in three parts: subwoofers, field, and traffic sounds. Nothing is synthesized from the ground up: every sound has a recording from Beijing as its source. The sounds are sent to a series of hyper-realistic speakers — while recognizable, they are processed in real-time to various degrees, forming harmonics, chords and rhythmic patterns.

Swipe to see relevant events. Past events automatically deleted

Build community with personal coffee chats and other meetings

NEWS

Really hard to keep up with all those email notifications? Want to build intergroup community? The news features allow for you to see relevant events going on in addition to other features such as coffee chats and a calendar.

Ecy King